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ABSTRACT
A territorial ban on beach sand removal in the U.S. Virgin Islands
has resulted in a search for alternative sources. Insecure extra-
territorial reserves and high shipping costs have made sand impor-
tation prohibitive. Recent surveys conducted in 1977 by the U.S.
Geological Survey identified several nearshQre sources of aggregate
a4jacent to the island of St. Thomas. In a 1978 workshop jointly
,conducted by the Government of the Virgin Islands Rnd the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration various alternatives were
presented for sand extraction. Two alternatives are examined using
a coSt benefit approach. A set of national and regional accounts
are presented based on the Principles and Standards for Planning of
th.e U. S. Yo/ater Resources Council. A summary and comparison of the
two sets of accounts is presented followed by rec:)mmendatlons.
INTRODUCTION
10 understand insular existenoe is a task of some d~fficulty for
the "continental. If Put succinctly it involves the ability to think
"limited.1! In St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands as on other :lsla:nds.,
natural reSOUTces a e scarce or absent. Other resources such as space
and capacity far the provision of employment, housing, parking etc .. are
similarly limit,ed. Though perhaps the same arguement can be made for
11 continental land mass, there are few places in the world where condi-
tions have reached the extremes found on St. Thomas. A direct result
of the astronomical growth experienced between 1950 and 1970, population
density increased from 506 to 1,414 per square mile making the island
comparable to such city states as Hong Kong and Singapore (McElroy 1978).
McEachern and Towle (1972) estimated 15,000 vehicles were in operation
on an island with a total a~ea of 32 ~i.2. This number has been ~re­
dieted to increase to 20,250 by 1982 based on current growth trends (Eco-
nomlc Policy Council 1978). Water shortages have become chronic and is
frequently rationed. Unemployment has continued to plague the three is-
lands composing the U.S. Virgin Islands reaching 10.8% in 1976. These
and other facts have compelled the territorial government to reassess
the current situation, identify the major problems and respective solutions,
and begin the planning and implementation anf policies to meet the Terri-
tory's future economic and social development needs.
The Economic Policy Counei of the Virgin Islands has identified
ten principal areas of concern existing in the ~erTitory today.
1
2They abe: gro~th management, diversifying the economy. unemployment,
public in£rastructur~ development, human resources, ptililic sector
employment, geographical balance, tourism development, budgetary pro-
cess and import s,ubseitution. It is this latter problem that the topic
of this paper is most concerned.
In 1977 the deficit in trade amounted to $368,692,000 fOT the
Territory(Department of Commerce 1978). The report issued by the
Economic Poli,cy Couocil (1978) eha-rac tecized the Virgin Islands as
dependent solely on extraterritorial sources for such essentials as
food, clothing, building and other raw materials. Typical building
ma terials irnpor ted in t a St. Thomas in 1977 includ ed lumber, wood
chips, staves, holdings, iron and steel, building cement, rubber, glass,
asph2lt and aggregate (sand, gravel and crushed rock, U.S. Corps of
Engineers 1977). xhe desire of the V.I. Government to develop local
subs titutions for aggregate resulted in the efforts described below.
A REVIEW
Sources of construction agg' egate in the Caribbean have tradit~onaLly
been the beaches. Ihe potential howeve~, for negative impact on the
tourist based economy of the U.S. Virgin Islands led to a complete
ban on beach sand removal in the Terr-itory in 1976. This forced the
territorial government to import sand and gravel from the neighboring
islanJs of Puerto Rico, St. Marteen, Dominica, Barbuda and Antigua.
As a result of increasing import costs(primarily shipping costs)
and uncertainty of future supplies, the Virgin Islands Government is
seeking to develop alternative sources.
3One such source are large sand deposits Ideated offshore. Upon
the request of the V.I. Government, the U.S. Geological Survey(USGS)
conducted a surv~y around the islands of St. John and St. Thomas.
Large sand deposits were identified, two off the southwest and south
cent~al regLons of St. Thomas. Both sites were in exposed wate~s averaging
110 feet 1n depth. The total volume of sand at the southwest and cen-
tral sites was estimated at 43 and 16 miLlion cubic yards respectively
(Holmes 1979). As a result of the possible designation of this latter
area as a marine park/reserve the former site is considered as the pri-
mary area for development.
As an aid to enVironmental impact assessment of any proposed
development plan, the Virgin Island Government invited the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric AdministratiQn(NOAA) into the project. One
of NOAA's missions as provided for by legislative mandates, i$ to
examine the impact of man's activities on the marine ecosystem. Thus
from past experience gained in related projects(DOMES, OCSEAP,New York
Bight), NOAA felt capable of providing constructive input to the pro-
ject.
In November 1978, the Virgin Island Government and NOAA con-
ducted a joint workshop to provide a forum for both technical and
public input. TIle ultimate objective of the workshop was twofold:
to measure the project's feasihi1ity in meeting the Territory's goals;
and to determine the associated economic, s0cial and ecological costs.
Of several strategies proposed during the workshop, two are exami.ned
below. One plan would employ the then ficti tinus local clamshell
dredge operating more or less continuously.
4A second plan would! require the use of a large continental based
hydraulic hopper dredge to make the passage to the Virgin Islands.
Operations could b~ completed within a week. At present it remains
unclear which if either procedure will be employed.
METHODOLOGY
Peskin and Seskin(1975) characterized three basic cost benefit
methodologies: cost effectiveness analysis distingu~shed be ~n a
pri0ri policy objective; formal cost benefit analysis characterized
by a rigid definition of the terms cost and benefit and a p'tocedure
that relies heavily on applied economi'c theory and policy eva 'uation;
and a second economic analysis whose terms are more broadly defined
and include distributional and political effeets. It is th~s latter
methodology that is applied in the format provided by the U.S. Hater
Resources Council(Appendiix A).
The procedure of the paper is to describe the present situ~tion
in the Virgin Islands followed by brief descriptions of the proposed
alternatives. An analysis of said alternatives is then conducted from
which a final SIl1l)ITl8ry and recommendation is based. It must be cautioned
that due to the lack of certain critical data this exercise is argely
qualitative. Frrrther as previously stated, the locally owned dredge
does not now exist. the assumption made herein is that a dredge would
be made ava~iable if the economics of sand IIltning were such to make
its employment feasible.
5Finally. despite these limitations. the principal objective
of the paper has not been se:riously compromised i. e. to identi£y.
those areas where absence of data requries their being subject to
further study prior to any final decision .
.
THE PRESENT SITUATION AND PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES
As of 1976 the U.S. Vi~gin Islands became dependent on foreign
sources of sand. Landed costs of sand reached a high of $22 per cubic
yard. !his contrasts with continental costs approximating $3 per cubic
yard for the pumping onshore of neaIshore marine sand(Preliminary
Working Document 1978). Consumption for St. Thomas and St. John in
1978 was estimated as 50.000 cubic yards(V.I. WorKshop Summary 1979)
representing an extraterritorial cash drain approximating $1.1 million
(assuming maximum costs). This is predicted to increase as estimates
of future consumptions range between 100 ano 150,000 cubic yards.
Additionally therQ are neither guarantees of f.uture stable prices or
of continued supply, both areBS of real concern. A continued escalat"on
of shipping costs tied to rising fuel costs has already become an ac~
cept~d teality. Similarly. with increased envi~onmental COITscious-
ness at present spreading thl;"ough the Caribbean. future sources of
sand may ~ell disappear.
Tbere are however, s·ome advan tages to the can tinua t ion of sand:
importing related to economic and envir0nmental issues. The sand tram
Barbuda is terrigenous based thus salt free. Its principal advan-
tage is that it can be used for any concrete use. In contrast,
salted sand cannot be used for prestress concrete and only under cer-
tain conditions may it be used for reinforced concreteCPortland Cement
6Association personal communication). As a result, to use marine
aggregate for any purpose other than platn concrete leaching by fresh-
water is required. In the Caribbean where freshwater is scarce this
is done by long term(6 months) exposure to rains. Avoi~ance of this
step has obvious benefits both t,o the intermediaf;e and final users of
the product. Secondly. importation of sand avoids !!lost of the region-
al environmental issues associated with dredging and saline runoff
from leaching sands in storage.
Alternative A: Local Clamshell Dredge.
One proposed alternative is the use of a small clamshell dredge
dedicated to the, local market. Though no dredge is at present avalia-
ble in the islands, it is assumed that a guaranteed local demand and the
potential future need in !i:he Puerto Rico market(Becben 1979) would result
in local investment in such an operation.
This type of dredge has been in existeace since 1865 and still
moves more material than any other method(Herbich 1975). They typical-
ly work in waters of 65 feet or less with a daily capacity of 650 cubic
yards (Paden 1979). The operation would consist of a "floating" plat-
form sopporting a derrick superstructure. Dredged sand would be dumped
into a scow and transported to an area nearshore. From this site sand
would be pumped to the storage site or adjacent beach. No mobilization
cost is caLculated! as it is assumed the gear is on site. As estimate
of operating costs was calculated to be $3.50 per cubic yard(Sobey 1979).
Based on these est~mates 100,000 cubic yards of sand could be dredged
in a period of 154 days at a total operating cost of $350,000. This figure
is broken down into fix.ed and variable cost estimates(Table 1) similar
Table 1. Estimated fi~ed and variable costs for locally owned dredge
(Plan A).
No. of operating days.
MIOU~l yardage.
153 days
3100,000 yd.
Fixed costs.
SupervisoLs 2 @$20.000/yr.
Labor 2 @ SSO/day for 260 days.
Repairs and Supplies @ 50% cost of
Insurance. Taxes, Equipment @ 4.1%
Wharfage
Depreciation (20 years)
lahor.
of equipment vaLue.
$40 000
- .
$26.000
$33,000
$82.000
$3.700
$100.000
Indirect costs.
Power @ SOC/yard
Additional labor @ SSO/day
Total operating cost.
Operating cost/yd.)
Fixed cost/yd.3
$50.000
$15.3.00
$350.000
3$3.50/yd.
3$2.8S/yd.
7to the procedure utilized in Herbich(1975). Reality demands that we take
into account additional factors. Though the increased operating depth of
the project presents few problems for this system, exposure to high seas
may be ha~ardous. Based on summaries by Deane et a1.(1973). average wave
heights of ol\e to three feet occpr only 42 per cent of the time through-
out the year in the Virgin Islands. Judged as a safe sea state to operate,
the clamshell dredge nevertheless would be confined to operating 153 days
of the year. Unless other uses were found in more protected waters for tile
dredge when offshore sea state was not favorable, 212 days .ldowntime'"
would have to be, calculated in the cost of sand tnining. An approximation
can be reached for a daily rate based on the product of fixed cost per yard
and yards per day ($2.85x650=$1.852.50). Multiplying the daily rate by
212 days a total additional cost is then obtained($l,852.50x212=$392.'30).
By adding this figure to our previous total cost figure, a new total operat-
ing cost figure is calculated to be $742.730 equivalent to $7.42 per cubic
yard. By assumi~,a 12% profit factor. a total consumer e0st figure is cal-
culated to be $831,858.
The major disadvantages in addition to those previously cited are
dependency on the vagaries of weather and impact on the marine environment
resulting from operations. At present litt e is known of the environmental
impact r€sulting from marine dredging. Chronic low level sediment out-
fall from mining activities may be of some concern. Other considerations
that warrent attention include visual impact and possible r·ecreational
fishery conflict.
In contrast. the proposal's major ad.vantage is to provide a self
sufficiency in aggregate. In addition. operations would be local
further reducing cash drain and increasing production. Finally with
8future development of the Puerto Rican market, the operation might
evolve into a generator of extraterritorial hard currency.
Alternacive B: Continental Hydraulic Dredge,
/}. second proposal was presented by the North America Trailing Co.
of Chicago, 11. It requires the use of a large hydraulic hopper barge
and attendent tu.g capable of sea going operations. Equipment would
have to be mobilized from New OYleans.
Hydraulic dredges represent the most efficient type of dredging
systems for large scale projects. They are capable of both digging
and disposing of dredge material. Spoil disposition occurs either
direc t.1y through a floating pipelin.e or iXldirect ly by stodng it in
hoppers prior to transport to a spoil site. The above operation as
presently envisioned, would require the hydraulic loading of sand into
hoppers until capacity was reached (11.000 cubic yards). The dredge
would then proceed to an area adjacent to the designated landing site
from which sand could then be ~umpeq ashore. the cost of such a pro-
ject is estima ted at between $1 to $1. 5 million whkh includes, an es-
timated $.7 million mobilization cost based on a p~ojccted need of
100,000 cubic yards of sand (Sabey 1979). Taking the mean of range.
an estimat'ecl cost per cubic yard! of sand is calculated to be $12.50.
Dredging of said quantity of sand could be completed wi,tldn a week.
Sand storage capacity would r.equire enlargement as present conditions
arc designed to handle only the periodic small quantities delivered
by sh;ip.
The above proposal would represent the replacement of a depen~
dency on extranational Sources of sand by a dependency on extra-
territorial means of obtaining territorial sand. As no large scale
9dredging operation exists in the territory this would also signify a
cash drain from the island to the U.S. Finally very little is known
of the environmental impacts from a large scale short term operation.
Tbi.s area is discus secl in more de tai1 in Appendix B.
The major advantage to the proposal is solution to the foreign
gravel dependency at reduced cost. A somewhat less clear advantage
is the short period of operations perhaps ameliorating impact on both
environmental as well as other island interests.
1'HE ACCOUNTS
National Account.
For the purpose of this paper the set of national accounts will
C,8 tegorize the Virgin Islands as a "special status" S ta te of the U. s..
Addressing the benefits ledger the increase in output of goods and
services may be measured by various means (Table 2). In this situation
aggregate is utilized primarily as an intermediate good by users on
the island. Its value may be determined by the Willingness of toe
users to pay for such a good. Using the maximum price paid in 1977
($22/cubic yard) plus the government's cost for handling and storage
an estimate can be calcuiated. A simpler method designates the gover.n~
ment as primary users(holders) of the aggregate by which we can avoid
de termina t"ian of the adcli t iona1 cos f:;.s and calcul a te an es t imated gr as s
total savings to the nation's economy of $2.2 million (based on poten-
tial need of 100,000 yards x $22 per cubic yard). If data were avaliable
the analysis could be further refined to include improvement in either
Table 2. Beneficial and adverse effects for Plans A and B. National
economic development.
Measyres of Eff~~
Components
Beneficial Effects
A. The value of increased
goods and services.
1. Local sand pro-
duction.
B. The value of output -re-
sulting from external
economies.
'total Benefits
Adverse Effects
A. The value of resources
required for a plan.
1. COSL of dredging
(first year).
2. Additional cost of
torage.
Plan A
$2,220,000
(None)
$2,220,000
$8:11 ,8S&
None.
Pl an B
$2,220,000
(The same).
$2,220,000
+ 4 acres.
B. Decreases tn output
resulting from external
diseconomies.
(Possible increas- (The same).
ed fish importa-
tion),
Total Adverse Effects
Total Net Benefits
$831,858
+$1,388,142
$1,2:50,000
Cost of 4 acres ad-
dLtional storage.
+$970,000 minus
cost of ~ acres ad-
ditional storage.
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the efficiency of an operation or expanded output resulting from
decreased costs passed on to the users of the product.
A second category accounts for increases in output resulting
from external economies. This attempts to calculate beneEits accru-
ing to firms of industries only indirectly related to the present
beneficiaries. At present no such enterprises hav~ been identified.
two components need be examined on the adverse effect of debit
side of the 1edger. Resources required or displaced include all ex-
plicit cash expenditures for goods and services to achieve the stated
objective. Expenditures should include relevant operation, mainten-
ance and replacement costs. In the present case these have been incor-
para Led in the cost figures calculated by the relevant firms (EStimated
detailed costs for Plan A may be found in Table 1). Plan B involves an
added cost resulting from increased storage required for landing 100,000
cubic yards within n week's period.
Decreases in output as a result of external diseconomies rep-
resents the second component. The primary decrease affects the sources
of sand outside the National "black box" i.e. declines in sand exports
of neighboring islands. As such they are not credited. Pc.! possible
future entry might be increased extraterritorial fish importation. At
pr,esent the islands are net importers of fish primarily from Canada
and Norway. If implementation of any plan decreased local fish pro-
duc t ion (by di r ec t ki ll. f ish poisoning etc ,.), which in turn increased
fish imports this would have to be considered a debit.
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Environmental Account.
The specific purpose of the Environmental Account is to express
measures of impact from a plan on environmental quality. Beneficial
effeots from a plans implementation may be a res,ult o·f management,
preservation, restoraCion etc. af some characteristic(s) of the environ-
ment. Similarly, adverse effects on the environment also are credited.
NOAA has stated that due to accelerating costs of sand ,and gravel
in some areas in the U.S. (Los AngeJes), the Department of Inter~or
may permit hard mineral mining on the outer continental shelf within
a year (Paden 1979). If so NOAA will be requested to contribute to,
formulation of mining regulations. 'To date, very few studies exist
documenlEing environmental impact of marine mineral mining. In consideration
of these points, plan implementation could be considered a national
environmental benefit by providing a basis for guideline formulation.
There appear to be no adverse environmental effects from either plan
at the National level!Table 3).
A second environmental account occurs under regional development.
This has been provided to address unique regional concerns resulting
from env'ironmental deterioration. The adverse envir:onmental consider-
ations associated with dredsing have been described in this second ac-
count below rather than in this account to avoid double counting.
Regional Account.
Impacts of fl regional nature are divided into two separate sub-
accounts, Regional Development and Social Well Being. Regional
Development in turn is partitioned into five categories of effects:
a) ~egional income, b) regional employment, c) population distribution,
d) regional economic base and stability, and e) reg-ional environmental
Table 1. Beneficial and adverse effects for Plans A and B. Environ--
mental quality.
Measures of Effects
Components
Beneficial Effects
Plan A Plan B
A. The quality of water~
land and air resources.
Adverse Effects
Total Net Benefits
Provide informa- the same.
tion for regula-
tion formulation of
future marine ag-
gregate mining ac-
tivity.
See. R~gional Ac- The same.
count.
Background data to The same.
base future regu-
latory guidelines.
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concerns (Table 4).
Regional income appears similar ~o that of the National Account
with one major difference. As a result of NOAA's involvement, there
exislts a scheduled influx of federal monies to aid the project esti-
rna t,ed a l: $600, 000 over the next four years. This would be avaliab Ie
regardless of the alternative even,tually employed. In regards to adverse
effects, the costs of dredging are equal to those in the National Account.
Similarly, consideration must be given to alternative uses for the
local dredge to lower costs and! possible declines in local fish catch
resulting from min~ng activity.
It may be noted that of some significance between Plan A and B is
origin of dredge. As a continental based dredge impacts the regional
economy much the same way as does importing of sand, the advantages o~ a
10cally based dredge must be taken into account. This in essence involves
an internal transfer of payments from the government(as our primary user)
to a local operator. This transfer is accounted for in real income under
the Social Well Being Account.
In the adverse effects category the potential group most likely to
"pay" for plan implementation is the local fisher.men. A range of poten-
tia 1 economic It lo,sses" to the fishermen has been en t ered bas ed on aval iab Ie
data and the limiting assumptions e~tending from no fish kill to total
kill in the region. These figures are at best qu~stionable but until
studies can be initiated and conclusions drawn, they remain the best in-
dicators avaliable. A more elaborate description of the conflict may be
found in AppendiX C. In addition, the fishermen may suffer economic
loss resulting from changes in consumer's attitudes toward buying
Tah1e 4. Beneficial and adverse effects for Plans A and B. Regional
development.
Measures of Effects
I. Regional Income
Components
Beneficial Effects
A. The value of increased
goods and services.
1. Local sand pro-
duction.
2. Additional net in~
come accruing to the
region.
B. The value of output re-
su~ting from exter.nal
economies.
Total Benefits
Adverse Effects
A. Lhe value oi resources
required for a plan.
1. Cost of dredging.
2. Additional cost of
storage.
Plan A
$2,220,000
$600,000
None.
$2,820,000
$8.11,858
None.
Plan B
$970,000
$600,000
(The same).
$1,570,000
None
+ 4 acres.
B. Decreases in output
resulting from external
diseconomies.
(Possible i~creas- (The same).
ed fish importa-
tion).
Total Adverse Effects
Total Net Benefits
$831,858
+$1,988,142
Cost of 4 acres ad-
ditional storage.
+$1,570,000 minus
cost of 4 acres ad-
ditonal storage.
Table 4. Beneficial and adverse effects for Plans A and B. Regional
development (continued).
Measures of Effects
II. Regional Employment
Components
Beneficial Effects
A. lncrease in number and
types of employees
Adverse Effects
Total Net Benefits
Ill. Population Distribution
Beneficial and Adverse
effects
3-4 persons(semi-
skilled) .
None.
3-4 persons.
None.
1-2 persons(semi-
skilled) .
None.
1-2 persons.
None.
IV. Regional Economic Base and Stability
Beneficial and Adverse
Effects
Provide a source of
economic stability
by economy diversi-
fication.
Provide for region-
a] dredging capabi-
lity.
Provide a source of
economic stability by
economy diversification
though not fully in-
dependent.
v. Regional Environmental Concerns
Beneficial and Adverse
Effects
A. Open and green space,
wildland, scenic rivers,
lakes, beaches, shores"
estuaries and other
areas of natural beauty.
Visual impact from
dredge and sedi-
men t' plume (154
days).
Similar with greater
concentration(rluration
one week).
Visual impact of added
sand in storag~.
Table 4. Beneficial and aclverse effects for Plans A and B. Regional
developmen.t (continued).
Similar (grea ter
impact duration
one w,eek).
Similar with great-
er concentration(dur-
ation one week).
The same.
B. Archeological, historical,
biological and geological
resources and selected
ecological systemS.
C. The quality of water,
land and air resour-
ces.
I,mpact adjacent
benthic communi-
ties(continuous).
Impact pelagic
ecosystem at
loading and off.-
loadin,g sites
(chronic) •
Possible impact
on down current
coral communi-
ties(chronic).
Saline runoff at
storage site(chro-
nie) .
Potential to
change bathymetry/
current regime/
sand budget.
Introduce nutri-
ents in water
column(chronic).
Introduce heavy
metals in water
column (ch ronic) .
Reduce" light
levels(chronic).
Create turbid
waters(chroni.a).
Reduce oxygen
levels(chronic).
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
II
"
"
D. Irreversible commitment
of resources to future
uses.
Possible pJreven-
tion of resettle-
ment of dredge
pits due to en-
trappment of
"fines".
Possible perman-
ent damage to
coral reefs.
The same.
The same.
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fish. If the consumer feels theE"e :Its an 'increased chance of fish
poisoning related to mining activity (real or otherwise), demand will
drop. This must be monitored and accounted for in the project.
Given 'the nature of the project, regional employment and popula-
tion distribution is insignificant regardless of plan type implemented.
Three to .four semi-skilled workers may be required in a locally based
dredge operation. In all likelihood, skilled positions such as tug
and dredge operatoTs would be filled by local pet"sonnel already em-
ployed or recruits from off island. One or two additional people
may be required as watchmen if Plan B was initiated. This potential
need arises from the increased storage area utilized in the p]anand
local tendency to acquire $and unscrupulously.
Regional Economic Base and Stab iIi ty prQvides ,a ledger to assess
a plan's capacity to encourage regional economic diversification. An
economy based on, one OJ two key sectors is vulnerable to any change
in the respectiv'e market. Such is the case in St. Thomas where season-
al and U.S. recession cycles correlate with decreases in local employ-
ment, and earnings due to the tourist based economy. Bo th plans rel ieve
the island's dependency on imports and thus represent diversification
of the economic sector~ Still, Plan B as it remains dependent on
avaliab:U.i ty of non-regionally located equipment !IlliS t be considered
as only a partial step toward diversification. In cOlitTaS\;, 'l'.han 'A
through the creation of a clImate favorable to investment in a iocal
dredge operation prOVides a new capability within the islA.nd group.
Finally, if future conditions so permitted sand exportation. aggregate
mining might well become a key sector in the St. Thomas economy.
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As the project's impact on environment i$ entirely regional,
the subject headings outlined under the National Environmental Ac-
count have been incorporated in the present set of accounts. Those
relevant: to the present proj eet aye: a) aes the.tic, b) biological
resources and ecosystems, c) water quality, and d) irreversible com-
mitment of resources.
The nature of dredging.~ften precludes beneficial effects in re-
gard to the environment. The significance of the account is to dis-
cern which plan entails fewer deleterious consequences. Even t'b.is
represents a difficult ta~k due to absence of data specific to ~he
area .and the subject in general. Des-pite these drawbacks the key IITay
rest in differences in duration and degree of activity between plans.
Plan A calls for dredging approximately 150. days per year while dre.dg-
ing in Plan B would be limited to a week. rhe concern with Plan 8
remains the increased cQncentrat-fons of sediment associated with the
greater magnitude of mining activity. The primary advantages to short
duration are the minimization of human visual impact and physical
effects on water quality and pelagic ecosystem. The counterargue-
ment however, might point out that whereas benthi-c and coral communi-
ties are capable of surviving chronic low level rates of sedimentation
(Plan A), massive short term rates could cause irreversible damage.
A somewhat more detailed description of the effects of dredging on
maTine ecosystems is included in Appendix B.
The second series of accounts related to regional effect assess-
ment addresses the social issues. Similar to Regional Development,
Social Well Being is subdivided into four supaccounts. They aTe:
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a) real i.ncome distribution, b) life, health and safe.ty, c) educa-
tion, culture and recreation, and d) emergency preparedness. Values
are often difficult to express in monetary terms though on occasion
indirect monetary measures may be utilLzed.
In contrast to Tegiona] income, real income depen~s who
and how much one benefits from a plan's implementation. In the pre-
sent ease this may be dOQe with relative ease. The difficulties
arise when an attempt is made to calculate how benefits are passed:
on to secondary and tertiary users (Table 5). In St. Thomas-St.
John the primary beneficiaries include the Virgin Island Government,
the private user, firms which use aggregate for concrete and block
construction and the local dredge owner if Plan A were implemented.
Secondary users include such firms as contractors with no capabilities
to supply their own construction needs. Finally the consumer of the
end products of construction might be listed as the final beneficiary.
In consideration of the few producers of intermediate goods (block
and concrete) a market failure approaching a monopolistic situntioo
may exist. If this in fact is the case, it can be hypothesized that
actual benefits accruing to the secondary a~d tertiary users will be
lim;it.ed. The consumer in all likelihood w:Ul see no benefits. This
is a result of not only his positioning as third in receipt of bene-
fits but the dominance of total construction costs by high real
estate values in the Virgin Islands overshadowing any savings from
cheaper sand. The amount of benefits have been calculated as before
based on the savings from termination of imports minus cost of mining.
The local dredge owner (Plan A) has been listed as an added beneficiary
Table 5. Beneficial and adverse effects for Pl~ns A and B. Social
Well Being.
Measures of Effects
I. Regional Income DisLribution
Components
Beneficial Effects
A. Gross earnings/savings.
B. BeaeficLaries.
Plan A
$2,220,000*
Plan B
$970,000*
4. Creation of positions 3-4
at the low income
secL0r.
Not applicable.
The same.
II
"
"
The same.
The same.
1-2
1. Primary.
2. Secondary.
3. Tertiary
Local dredge owner
($89,128).
Block Firm
Concrete Firm
Private User
Territorial Govern-
ment
Contractors
Consumer
Aclverse Effects
A. LosS of income to
fisher:men.
Range from $0 to
$373,000.
The same.
Primary beneficiaries
are likely to derive
most benefits amount-
ing to $970,000.
Total Net Benefits Dredge owner gros-
ses $89,128.
Primary benefici-
aries are likely
to derive most
benefits amounting
to 1,298,014. **
3-4 jobs to be £il-l~2 jobs to be fi led
led from lower in- from lower income
come sector. sector.
Loss of income t.o Loss of income to
fishermen could fishermen could range
range from $0 to from $0 to $373,000.
$373,000.
*Does not account for estimated $600,000 provided for by NOAA.
**Figure represents savings minus cost of dredging minus gross profit of
of dredge owner.
Table 5. Beneficial and adverse effects for Plans A and B. Social
Well Being, (continued).
Me~sur~s of Effects
II. Life, Hea~th and Safety
Components
Beneficial and Adverse
Effects
Plan A Plan B
Possible increase The same.
in ciguatera.
Possiole creation Small possibility.
of red tide.
Possible hazard Small possibility.
to navi.gation.
III. Educational, Cultural and
Recreational Oppertunities.
Beneficial and Adverse
EffectS'
IV. Emergency Preparedness
Possible detriment Small possibility.
to recreational
interests.
Beneficial and Adverse
Effects
Total indepen-
dence of extra-
territo ial sand
supplies.
Partial(l-2year)
independenc,e from
extraterritorial
sa~d supplies re-
placed by equipment
depend,ence.
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a gross profit estimated at 12% of total operating cost ($89,128).
In regards to the creation of employment, the additional in-
come associated with sucA wouLd also be addressed in this account.
Though insignificant, the creation of added jobs would most likely be
filled by workers from the lower income sectoT.
Impact on life, health and safety from plan implementation could
be significant. TIlere are no foreseeable benefits in either plan and
impacts appear to be adverse. Possibly of greatest concern is the
potential for fish in~ection by ciguatera. Already prevalent in the
islands, ao)' increases in human poisoning (elated to fish consumption
signifi'es a direct social cost and an added economic cost borne by
the fishermen through reduced demand. This is discussed in further de-
tail in Appendix D.
A second consideration is the possibility of red tide occurrence.
Common in the Gulf of Mexico this phenomenon results in a mass increase
in population of certain dinoflagellate species. Blooms are often
related to the presence of specific vitamins or nutrients commonly
asso~iated with temperature and light pararneter~. Metabolites produced
by the dinoflagellates often result in mass mortalities in infected
marine species. Humans are rarely affected unless they ~onsume in-
fected organisms (mussels or oysters). Reintroduction of buried sub-
stances to the water column through dredging activity might creat.e favor:~
able conditions for a bloom. Occurrence would be less likely with Plan
B d.ue to its short duration. Impact on humans is predicted to be min-
imal in consideration of current patterns and the small levels of con-
sumption of filter feeding shellfish in the Virgin Lslands.
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Finally as dredging operations repres,ent an impediment to
nav:i.gation this mus t be no ted. Area of ac tivi ty and pa tb of tr,ansit
need be examined in relation to ether shipping as well as landing
paths of Antilles airboats. Again due to difference in duration of
activity, Plan B appears favorable to Plan A.
the third social account examines educational, cultural and
recrea tiona1 issues. Only three aspects of recreation appear relevant;
boating, fjshing, and scuba/snorkling. Conflict with these activities
would seem to be minimal. Few recreational boats enter open waters
and the area of dredging operations is ~elatively small. Recreational
fishing activity is predomLnately directed to the large pelagic species
of gamefish found offshore from the mining site. Finally most diving
activity occurs eloser to shore than proposed operations. This
however may become significant if doYm curr,ent fringing reefs were
negatively impacted by sediment.
In the f.inal account a shortage in sand is rately thought of as
an emergency. Nevertheless preparedness for the inconvenience of losing
a source of sand is a valid consideration. Plan A which relies on local
equipment would provide complete independence from extraterritorial
sOl'.lrc:.es of sand. Plan i3 h.owever-, due to its reliance on continental
hased equipment, provides for only one to two year periods of in-
dependence before additional dredging would be required.
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS,
F.rom past of ten painfully 8'cquired experience it is hoped policy
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makers reco~nize the importance of sound resource development policy.
The~merous component~ of today's modern society affected by resource
development necessitates careful consideration of its associated policy.
As such, new aids or tools nre required by the makers and staff to iden-
tify relevant sectors, estimate impact and inform and incorpo.rate feed-
back from said sec tors from which policy 'can eventua lly be formulated.
U the set of accounts outlined in the Pdnciples and Standards or toe
Water Resources Council is capable of providing a proper perspective
for the eva]uat!on of alternative development plans, that in itself
would justify their application. At present, this approach advocated
by the Council is not mandatory for development of offshore resour.:ces.
Though the Standards apply to Federal and federally assisted programs
and projects related to the coastal zone, it remains a matter of inter-
pretation whether the present project is included under the Council's
jurisdiction.
It is interesting to note that built into the Standards is an in-
he'ren t conflic t between the development ,of resources and the preserva tion
or enhancement of the environment. Though a few cases may exist wher:e
these two seemingly disimilar objectives are achieved simultanclously,
it is far more common that one o~jective will be achieved at the expense
of a second. It can only be hoped through treatments such as this, that
po 1. icy f onnula tion can amel io ra te the nega tive aspec ts 0 f these t r adc-
offs while maximizing the beneficial ones. However, despite these treat-
ments or methodologies encouraging more objective decisions, it must be
sta~ed the ultiIDate decision is largely a subjective one situated wiithin
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boundaries encompassing those decisions regarded as politically feasibLe.
This brings us to the matter of who the decision maker ls, or more
critically, from what perspective he v ews his decision. If the accounts
above were to be used to their fullest potential the decision maker shot! d
exist ,80S an objective ohservor s,ituated outside both llblack boxes" labeled
regional and national interestS. Since this is rarely the case, a second
set of tradeoffs may be encountered between these latter interests. The
decision again is a subjective une enclosed by ce- tain limitations.
These app-arent conflicts a're present in the current exercise. Table 6
presents a summary of predicted affe~ts and benefits from both Plans. No
final decision is offered between the two as any such dec~sion based on
the data avaliable would be irresponsible. Recommendations howevet: are
presented.
Disregnrd of environmental considerations in resource development has
frequently resulted in long term economic loss equal to or surpassing gains
accrued in the Rhort tenn. One needs only to review the history oJ DDT
use to substantiate the point. In the present situation as a result of
the socieo/economic interests associated with the healtn of the adjacent
coral reefs. environmental criteria appear to be the basis for a Plan's
acceptance or rejection.
Four major areas suffering from data insufficiencies need be addres-
sed before initiation of mining activity. They are: analysis of cost dis-
tribution; determination of area of impact fFom proposed mining activity;
asseSRment of where and to what extent fishing activity occurs in the
impacted area and what mining activity signifies in affecting said
fishing; and finally investigative studies of the ciguatera problem and
Table 6. Total benefits for Plans A and B.
Plan A Plan B
National Economic Development $1,388,142
Environmental Quality Provision or data hase
for future marine min-
ing regulation formu-
lation.
Regional Considerations
$970,000
The same.
Regional Development
Regional Income
Regional Employment
Population Distr.ibution
Economic Base and
StabDity
Knvironmental Concerns
Social Well Being
Real Income Distribution
$1,988,142
3-4 additional posi-
tions.
None
Provide for economic
diversification and
area dredging capa-
city.
Major concern re-
lates to release of
sediment in relative
small though contin-
uous quantities(l50
days/year) at dredge
and offloading sites.
Saline runoff from
Btorage site.
Areas of potential
or real impact in-
clude: visual impact,
benthic community, pe-
lagic ecosystem, coral
community, bathymetry/
current regime/sand
budget.
Primary beneficiaries
are likely to derive
most benefits from
reduced costs in sand
amounting to$I,298.014
$1,570,000 minus
cost of 4 addi-
tional acres for
storage.
1-2 additional posi-
tions.
None
Provide for economic
diversification
though are remains
dependent on non-
regional dredging
equipment.
A similar concern
exists though quan-
tities of sediment
discharge are much
larger, they are
confined to a one
week period /year.
Similar though greater
in quantity.
The sarno.
Similar though re-
duced costs amount
co only $970,000.
Table t. Total benefits for Plans A and B. (continued).
Plan A Plan B
Life, Health, Safety.
Educational, Cultural
and Recreational Op-
portunities.
Emergency Preparedness.
3-4 new jobs in all
likelihood filled from
lower income sector.
Dredge owner grosses
$89,128.
Loss of income to
fishermen could
range from $0 to
$373,000.
Possible increase in
ciguatera.
Possible creation of
red tide.
Possible hazard to
navigation.
Possible detriment
to recreational
interests.
Total independence of
extraterritorial sand
supplies.
Similar though jobs
limited to ] -2.
Not applicable.
'fhe same.
The same.
Small posRibility.
Small possibility.
Small possibility.
Similar though local
sand exploitation
will be dependent
on continental dredge
avaliabili ty .
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determination of what relationships exist if any betwe~n its occurrence
and range of conditions created by mining.
The procedures to obtain these answers gratefully lie outside the
scope of this paper. NOM has proposed the initiation of a test mining
program with accompanying environmental monitoring as a possible solution.
The proposal designed to examine a broader range of questions than those
posed above, nevertheless may suffer from '~L1perficiality caused
by the limited resources avaliabJ.e to fund the ,study. The four areas
outlined ~bove must be addressed adequately if only for legal considera-
tions. Failure to do so could in all IileHhood lead to complications
impeding progress of the project!: resulting from failure to meet National
Environmental Protection Act criteria.
Inadequacy to examine alternative plans realtes to the potential
conflicts between the "black boxes" of regional and national interests
previously ment.ioned. In fact, marine mining itself need be examined
as a solution to the Territory's sand needs. While it is decidedly in
NOAA's interest to initiate long term sma.ll scale dredging for regula-
tory guideline formulation, from the Territory's perspective this may
not be the case. One such alternntive currently receiving attention
are sand budget studies in neighbo ing St. Croix. If in fact natural
processes transport newly eroded sands alongshore over the shelf edge,
perhaps sand extraction could explo:i.t these sand dynamics. The pointbei.ng
that the objective decision maker need weigh all the factots including
the seed mone-y allocated by NOM to judge which alte["nat±ve best suits
the needs 0 f the is lcJlds and the na tional in teres ts as a whole.
In conclusion it is felt that these types of issues have not been
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fully addressed. At present NOAA is readying a request for proposal
to initiate test mining activity. As cited previously, local r~sis­
tance has been voiced at the 1978 Workshop and has continued unabated.
Unless action is preceded by a more thorough and objective albeit
compromising examination of alternatives, the potential exists for the
opposition to take advantage of existing legislation to delay or possi-
bly terminate project development.
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APPENDIX A
PRINCIPLES AND STA~DARDS FOR PLANNING
OF WATER AND REI~TED LAND RESOURCES
A-I
The \\1a ter Resou rcea Council was es tab! ished in the \\la ter Re-
sources Planning Act. of 1965 (P.L. 89-80). It;is an independent
executive agency of the U.S. Government whose members are Secretaries
of re.1evant Executive Departments. The overall purpose of the Council
is to encourage the conservation, development and utilization of water
and related land resources on a eomprehensive and coordinated basis
by the F'ederal Government, States, locaLities aod private enterprise.
As an aid to this end, the Couneil p\~lished the Principles and Stand-
ards for Planning of Water and Related Land Resources (1973).
Outlined in the document's objectives, the purpose of said plan-
ning is twofold: to enhance national ·economic development by increas-
ing the value of the Nation's output of goods and services and improv-
ing national economic efficiency; to enhance the quality of the environ-
ment by the management, conservation. presel:vation, crea tion, re_s tora-
tton or improvement of the quality of certain natural and cultural re-
sources. and ecological systems. Alternative plans are evaltlated in
light of Ulese two objectives through a set of accounts displaying
all estimated beneficial and adverse effects. These effects may be
measured in both monetary and non-monetary terms. Four separate ac-
counts are outlined in the original Prini.ciplES and Standards: a national
economic development account. a national aCCQunt for environmental qua-
lity. a regiona~ account subdivided into regional development and so-
cial well being. Table A-I illustrates the format employed with res-
pective subaccount&. Further elaboration of these accounts may be
found in the text.
Table A-l. Set of accounts for cost/benefit analysis (from P-r:inciples and Standards
f(lT Planning of Wat~r. and Related Land Resources 1973).
Benefits-Adverse Efte,ets for Proposed Plan IJ'nRlementatioIl!
Considerations
DeYelopment
1. Impact of open and green 1. Income
space, scenic rivers, lakes
beaches, shores, mountains, 2. Employment
and wilderness areas of nat-
ural beauty. 3. Population
dis tribution.
National Eeo~omic Development
1. Value of inerea~ed Outputs
in goods and services less
the value of resources re-
quired for a given rlan.
2. Value of output result-
ing from external economies
1es$ losses suffered in out~
put by external disecono-
mies from plan implementa-
t-ion.
Environmental Quality
2. Impact on archeological,
historical, biological and
geological resources and
selected ecological sys-
tems.
3. Impact on the quality of
~ater, land and air re-
sources.
4. Irreversible commit-
ment of resourees to fu-
ture uses.
Regional
4. Economic base
and stability.
5. Environmental
concerns.
Social Well Being
1. Real Income distri-
buUun.
2. Life, h~alth, safety.
3. Education, cul-
ture, recreation.
4. Emergency prepared-
ness.
APPENDIX B
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF DREDGING
B-1
The major sources pertinent to the topic are studies confined
to inland waters or coastalwetlands. Effects of ocean mining on the
ma~ine ecosystem have yet to be adequately studied (Paden 1979). The
first stady initiated by NOAA occurred in New England (NOMES) but
the project was canceled due to logistical problems. As might be ,ex-
pected, tropical studies are similarly lacking. Despite these ob-
stacles some general impacts can be expected and should be designated
as critical areas for observation In any proposed assessment.
'Three distinct steps in the dredging and storage process can be
isolated as causative agents o£ environmental deterioration (Table B-1).
The first step is the- me.chanical process 0 f excava t ion. v,hereas the
clamshell takes a "bite" from the substrate, the hydraulic dredge either
ancho~s and dredges large pits (30 M diameter, 4 M deep) OT dredges lSTge
pits producing furrows (4M wide. 1/2 M in depth, Paden 1979). In either
case, physical destruction of the surrounding benthos and habitat occurs.
Other conceivable impacts include: creation of silt traps that effec-
tively prevent recolQnization by the benthos and may act as sources
af chronic siltation; changes in bathemetry which may affect local cur-
Lent patterns; alteration of the sand budget causing increase~ in rates
of erosion elsewhere. Though there is no avaliable informatLon to evalu-
ate differences between plans, it would seem in regards to destruction
of benthos and habitat there are few significant differences.
A second step, the loading/unloading process creates clouds or
plum~s of sediment. A bottom plume is created at point of excavation
while the surface plume results from the loading process itself.
Table B-1. Potential effects in the marine environment
resulting from sand mining activity.
Step
Excavation
Loading!
Unloading
Immediate Effects
Destroy ~nthos
Provide sediment traps.
Affect bathymetry
Affect sand budget
Predicted Relevance of
Potential Secondary and/of Long Duration
Term Adverse Affects Plan A Plan B
---~-~--
Reduce benthic production Irrelevant
Reduce fish biomass.
Create sources of chronic si1- Unknown
tation.
Prevent benthic resettlement.
Change local current patterns. " " "
Affect rates of erosion. II " 11
Bottom
Plume (L)
Surface
Plume (L!U)
Saline Run-
off
Smother benthos.
Reduce light levels.
Heavy metal introduction.
Nutrient introduction.
Bacteria increase.
Plankton kilL
Impact of "fines"
Affect stenohaline organ-
isms.
Reduce benthic production.
Decrease rate of photosynthesis.
Decrease primary productivity.
Toxic uptake in foodweb.
Create plankton blooms.
Reduce oxygen levels.
Decrease primary and secondary
productivity.
Reduce larval and juvenil~ stages
of marine organisms.
Smother coral reefs.
Reduce fish populations
Increase possibility of
ciguatera.
Reduce benthic/pelagic biomass.
Unknown
II
"
11
II
"
11
n
Unknown
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n second surface plume is created during the unloading process.
TQe sediment plumes created by the clamshell are expected
to be relatively small when compared with those of the hydraulic
dredge. The latter dredge's effectiveness is based on a cutterhead lo-
cated at the operational end of the dredge arm. Its purpose is to
throw solids into suspension so the suction created by the ship's
pumps is able to, draw up the sediment. The heavier dredged material
is then allotoled to settle in toe ship's hoppers while the lighter sus-
pended "fines" overflow and return to the water column (Her-bich 1975).
Given the ] oading capac_ity of these dredges the plumes are considerable
in area covered.
~lereas effects from the bottom plume are primarily confined to
the surrounding benthos, surface plume effects may be more serious and
widespread. Water quality could change significantly causing numerous
secondary changes in the pelagic habitat and community composition.
These changes are rarely as simplistic as cause and effect. Rather
they are interdependent S0 as a cause might trigger a series of effects
approachLng a web pattern rather than a chain reaction ,composed of se-
quential effects. The predicted immediate and secQndary effects listed
in Table B-1 must be viewed in this light. A secoad consideration is
the failur,e to predict the unexpected. That: 1s to say there is no
guarantee that intToduc.tion of large concentrations of sediment from
mining activities between one period and the next will have the same
impact (type or degree). Finally, the list does oat pretend to be
totally comprehensive.
A second set of impacts resulting from surface plumes is the
B-3
transport of "fines" creating posRibly adverse conditions to more
dist~nt communities. In the present study this is significant due
to the location of a productive coral community down current to the
proposed mining site. Potential deleterious e,ffects include direct
smothering, interference with the feeding process and prevention of
larval settlement. Degree of impact depends on factors such as species,
type, quantity and rate .of sedimentation. Vaughn as early as 1919
was able to demonstrate that corals were better able to survive a tem-
porary inundation by sediment than prolongued exposure to a rain of
sediment. Again we are not able to judge d±£ferenc~s in impact between
![he two plans.
Finally, impact from the saline runoff of leaching sands must
be considered. An inventory of stenohaline organisms must be made and
range of salinity concentration determined. Though runoff would be
chronic during the rainy season for both alternatives, the quantity of
high salinity runoff would be signifLcantly greater for Alternative B.
APPENDIX C
THE ST. THOMAS-ST. JOHN FISHERY
C-l
The Caribbean has been traditionally considered as a oon-
prodl!ctive area in regards to fisheries. This belief has been based
on such limitations as the absence of a large em:ttinental land mass,
the presence of numerous isolated islands with na:rrow she1ves t nutrient
poor waters and little insular nutrient runoff.
St. Thomas is moTe fortunate than most Caribbean islands in
sharing a large shelf area with neighboring Puertb Rico. Despite this
apparent advantage the Vi~gin Island fishing industry is marginal.
Local demand for seafood annually outstripR local production (Virgin
Island Costal Management Program 1978). For the years 1967/68, total
local landings of seafood amounted to 1,495,000 pounds fOT a total val~e
of $781,896. These figures may be an underestimation as they do not
reflect the recreational input into the commercial fisheries thought
to be significant in the Virgin Islands (Anonymous 1969). Imports
including landings of British V.I. fis~ermeo and Puerto Rico imports
amounted to 1,1l:l972 pounds valued at $617,572 for the same period.
The Utlmber of fishermen in St. Thomas-St. John has been csti-
maten at 232 (Olsen et a1. M.S.). This represents over one half of the
400 people estimated to be directly :involv~d cia U.S. Virgin Island
fishing activity (Anonymous 1969). in addition it has been estimated
that an additional helper per fisherman derives a partial source of in-
come from the industry (V.I. C. M. P. 1978).
Fishing in St. Thomas is dominated by trap fishing, Eighty to
ninety per ~ent of the rishecmeu use traps of which the majority use
traps solely (Olsen et a1. M.S.). Days fishing per month are few es-
tima ted! a,t approximately six per month and tha t figure r:email'ls con-
stant throughout the year. Total catch in pounds Oft 1974/75 for
C-2
St. Thomas- St. John fishermen represented 31,700 pounds of lobster
and 891,000 pounds of fish for values of $63,400 and $1,002,375 res-
pectively totaling $1,065,775. Catch and income values include a small
net fishing concern comprised of approximately ten fishermen and help=
erS with fish cateh estimated at 150,000 pounds per year. Marketing
is most commonly direct to the consumer.
The fishing grounds of th"c U. S. Vj rgin Islands are broken up in to
13 areas (Figure 1). Area T-I represents the major fishing grounds of
the St. Thomas-St. John fishermen accounting for some 40 per cent of
the 1974/75 catch of fish (349,000 pounds) and 36 per cent (12,000 pounds)
of lobst~ landings for a total catch value estimated at $373,000 (Olsen
et a1 H.S.). This area includes the proposed mining site. Potenti.al
impact may be both local and extend down current. In general local cur-
rent patterns are driven by the North Equatorial Current flowing West-
Northwest. Data are scarce jn regards to current velocities though
ranges have been observed between .5 and 4 knots (Holmes, U.S.G~S.;
Mortensen, D~C.C.A., personal communication.
That the potential for conflict exists is obvious and underscored
by tRe Virgin Island fishermen's demand for compensation during the Nov-
ember workshop. In regards to fisheries the V.I. policy is to "Encour-
age fishing ... and, to the extent feasible, protect local fishing ac-
tivi.ties for encroachment" V.I.C.M.P. 1978). This is in accord with
the objectives and recommendations 8(c l ) and 8(c2) 'in the Virgin Island
Economic Policy GuidelInes which attemt to provide financial and tech-
nical assistance to the fishermen to aid in developing their markets
and upgrading their: equipment. Given the high priority the Virgin
C-3
Island Government places on reduction of foreign imports> accouDt
must be taken of possible reduction of locally supplied fish for the
purposes of sand independence. Plan implementation must take the
tack to maxim~ze joint benefits rather than maximize one at the ex-
pense of a second.
X-Proposed Mining Site.
Figure C-l. Fishing sub areas in the
u.s. Virgin Islands (From Olsen M.S.).
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APPENDIX D
CIGUATERA IN THE VIRGIN ISLANDS
D-J
Ciguatera is the poisoning of humans resulting from consumpcion
of infected marine fish. This is not related to botulism due to spoil-
age but a direct tDxin present in the flesh or viscera of freshly
caught fish. It is an illness that can be fatal but that is uncom- _
mono Symptoms include ahdominal pains, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,
uumbness. headaches etc. Recovery has been described as slo~ requiring
weeks to months (Doorenbos 1975). Reports or occurrence range through the
world's tropical and subtropica] seas and is prevalent in the Caribbean
and St. Thomas spedfically (Anonymous 1969).
Historical record~ implicate 400 species as capable of causing
ciguatoxic poisoning of which atleast 100 species have been identified
in the Gulf and Caribbean regions (Doorenbos L974). Fish groups in-
fected in the U.S. Virgin Islands include jacks, dolphin fish, snap-
pers, parrotfish. groupers, barracuda and swordfish (Anonymous 1969).
Many of these same £ish were reported by commercial fishermen as be-
ing fish traditionally preferre,d by cus tomers i. e. grouper and snapper.
The areas most frequently reported to produce ciguatoxic fish in the
Virgin Islands were on the south sides of St. Thomas and St. John or
near the small neighboring islands of St. Thomas.
The causative agent has not yet been identified to everyone's sat-
isf.action. Phenomena that need be incorporat·ed in any hypothesis in-
clude non-specificity of toxified fish. localized poisoning, and infec-
tion occuring most widely in benthic feeders. Randall (1958) has pro-
posed the most widely accepted explanation implicating a benthic blue
gree algae. He fm:ther states that the toxin must be acculmulative
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as the larger predaceous species usually possess the highest levels of
toxin. Finally and of some significance to the present study, Ran-
dall attempts to relate the presence of ciguatera toxin producing or-
ganisms to new or denuded surfaces in tropical seas. He cites examples
such as damage to corals resulting from dragging anchor cables', wave
scour and newly exposed sunken ship hulls as commonly a.ssociated with
toxic incidence. A second hypothesis suggests the existence of a ben-
thic dinoflagel,late causing infection. Sma.yda (personal communication)
suggests that the organisul rather than being associated with denuded
surfaces may in fact be associated wLth benthic algae. Obviously these
issues need to be resolved to estimate true impact of dredging activ-
ity.
This issue is of ma.jor relevance to the fishermen and con-
sumers of fish on the island. Occurrenee of ciguate.ra in the Carib-
bean and St;. Thomas is common. Of grea ter concern, are'as of highes t
reported incidence in the U.S. Virgin Islands arc areas within proximity
and down current to the proposed mining ~ites. Fish in£ected are pre-
dominately reef associated where the greatest fishing activity occurs.
Addition.all.y, many species appear to be consume.r preferred spec.ies.
Finally, li the presence of the causative agent is related to newly ex-
pos<ed surfaces, coral reefs smothered from mining related sedimentation
could be considered as prime sources of new infections.
If direct kill of fish were the only issue involved, soc~eo/
economic impact might be easier to gauge for basing a figure of com-
pensation. By including the issue of fish toxicity, a psychological
factor enters the assessment. It may be largely irrelevant if in fact
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an increase in fish infection can be related to mining activity if
the consumer believes it to be so.
